In this paper we give a necessary and sufficient condition for a homogeneous space of positive Euler characteristic to admit an invariant almost complex structure (i.a.c.s.), Theorem 4.1. A classification of these spaces has already been accomplished by R. Hermann [3] , but no characterization of them has been given, to date. This work is a portion of the author's dissertation directed by H. C. Wang.
1. Let G be a compact, connected Lie group, and L a closed subgroup of G, 9 and £ their Lie algebras. Then as is well known, L is reductive in G and we may write g = £ + 911, where AdL: 311->31Z. Moreover by homogeneity, a necessary and sufficient condition that there exist an almost complex structure on G/L, is that there exist a linear transformation /: 3H->9TC, such that J2= -I (I, the identity), and such that Ad //=/ Ad / for all IEL. See for example, A. Frö-licher [2] . 2 . We give first a sufficient condition in the general case.
Theorem 2.1. Let Z be a closed, abelian subgroup of a compact Lie group G, and L the identity component of the centralizer of Z in G. If each 1-dimensional subspace of g invariant by Ad Z is pointwise fixed, then G/L has an i.a.c.s.
Proof. Z being compact and abelian, Ad Z is completely reducible; with notation as in 1, there cannot exist any 1-dimensional subspaces of SIX reducing Ad Z, for if Xy^O belonged to such a subspace, then by hypothesis we would have Ad z(X) -X for all zEZ, and thus XE£, which is impossible.
If Cîffï denotes the complexification of 3TÎ, and Ad Z and Ad L are extended by linearity to CSflT, then we know by Schur's Lemma that Ad Z acting on CM has a weight vector Vi. That is, Ad z(v%) =\pi(z)Vi for all zEZ, \pi being a character on Z. Moreover, since Ad Z is real, Ad z(ví) -J/i(z)vi, thus the weight vectors and roots appear in conjugate pairs. Therefore, SC= £ + Q is a subalgebra and H/L is a symmetric space, i/ = exp 3C. Since H is of maximal rank, H is closed by the theorem in §8 of [l] . By Lemma 3.1, H/L has an invariant almost complex structure, and H/L is nontrivial since Q^O, lor (RCQ. This contradicts Lemma 3.2, thus Lemma 3.3 is proven. The sufficiency of this condition follows from Corollary 2.1. In this general case when L is not necessarily semi-simple, we proceed by proving the following two lemmas. Conversely, if x belongs to the connected component of the centralizer of TaKJFi, then xEG2, so that x = tg%. Moreover, since x commutes with Fi, we have x/i=/ix, so that tgsfi=fitgz = tfigz, so that £3/1 =/iga, thus gsGLi, and xETaXLu that is, xEL. Proof of (2) . Given any Euclidean space R, the set of elements with coordinates whose denominators are all odd is dense in R, because the set of points with rational coordinates is dense in R. And if x=(ri, • • • , r") where ri = pi/qi, pi, g,-relatively prime, is a point with rational coordinates and (2mpi 2mp2 2mpn \ -, -, . . ., -l 2mqi + 1 2mq2 + 1 2wg" +1/ then linu.,00 #m = r.
